Aloha and E Komo Mai,

Welcome and congratulations, you’ve just found one of Hawaii Islands best kept secrets: The Isle of You Naturally Organic Farm and Naturist Retreat.

We are a male couple opening our 70-acre naturist/clothing optional eco farm and retreat to everyone.

Our facilities include two yurts and one cabin for rent. We are small so that you can enjoy the true feeling of nude Hawaii without the crowds.

The Yurts are round, 16 feet in diameter, canvas structures with redwood lattice for walls. Decorated in Old Hawaiian style with fresh tropical flowers all around you and an assortment of fabulous organic fruits from the land. It has 3 screened windows, with a queen size bed and a full-size futon. It has citronella lanterns inside and numerous solar lights; there is no electricity. Ice chest and barbeque are available. There is a large deck with 2 Adirondack chairs, shade, and an incredible ocean view, with lots of privacy.

The bathroom facilities are shared with the other guests and is about a 2-minute walk with full electricity, shower, bathtub and sitting toilet. Fresh towels, and soap are provided. The Bathhouse is in an external building next to the cabin.

The Cabin is located close to our house and has a bit less privacy due to its location. It, too, is old Hawaiian style with flowers and fruits. It has a full-size bed and a queen size futon couch on the lanai (porch.) The deck has a beautiful ocean view, Adirondack chairs and papayas growing right there to pick and eat. It has full electric power with a full kitchen with gas stove, refrigerator, coffee maker. There are citronella lanterns and candles as well. We cannot accommodate pets in the cabin.

Also include for your use are: a cooler, beach towels, beach mats, guide books, floating noodles (for hot ponds), flashlights & boogie boards.

**We encourage awareness of electricity use. Our farm is self-sufficient on SOLAR POWER.

Cancellations & Refunds:
Reservations canceled at least sixty (60) days prior to your scheduled arrival date will get a complete deposit refund, minus a $50.00 service charge. We regret that 50% of the deposits will be refunded for cancellations received 30 days prior to the arrival date. Total forfeit of deposits for cancellations 14 days or less of arrival as well as after check-in. The balance of the room charge is due upon arrival and check-in.